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RELIGION AND SHAMANISM

By Alfred Metraux

INTRODUCTION

The great diversity of religious beliefs and practices precludes the

presentation here of an all embracing picture of South American
religions. Clear understanding of the various South American cults

may be gained only from an analysis of representative religious sys-

tems in the several areas; this task was achieved in the preceding

volumes. The purpose of the present chapter is to examine certain

basic concepts like the idea of a Supreme Being and beliefs about

gods, spirits, demons, and ghosts; to describe certain religious prac-

tices like sacrifice, prayer, and shamanism ; and to indicate their dis-

tribution on the continent. As far as possible, we shall present the

principal similarities and differences between the more developed

religions and those usually considered to be more primitive.

The difficulties of adequately summarizing the fundamental char-

acteristics of religious life in South America are considerably in-

creased by the poor quality of the source materials at our disposal.

The picture of the Andean religions given by the ancient chroniclers

is most unsatisfactory because it is both incomplete and twisted by
the Catholic and classical viewpoint of our main authorities. In the

rest of the continent much of our information is marred by hasty

generalizations or by the accumulation of trifling and unrelated details.

There are few groups whose religion may be said to be approximately

well recorded, and even for those with the best documentation we
have to reckon with gaps and obscurities.

THE HIGH GODS

The tradition of a Creator or Great Ancestor, who made the world

and mankind and who set men on their way to civilization, is probably

general throughout South America. Because of the contrast between

the loftiness of this figure and the insignificance of his active part

in religion, which has often been pointed out, there is a tendency to
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consider him to be no more than a mythical character. Nevertheless,

even though the Creator or Culture Hero usually keeps aloof from

human affairs, his remoteness is less absolute than our imperfect

knowledge of the Indian religious systems may lead us to suppose.

Among certain tribes like the Tupinarriba and Guao^ayu there are traces

of a cult dedicated to the Creator, and a closer examination of the

ceremonies of other tribes may well show that the Indians sometimes

turn to him in their prayers and expect his assistance. The Great

Ancestor generally is the ruler of the Land of the Dead and in this

capacity is associated with funerary practices and beliefs about the

afterworld {Tenibe^ Guarayu^ etc.). The Creator often is described

as a Transformer and, as a rule, he is the lawgiver and instructor of

the young humanity. After he has accomplished his tasks, he wanders

westward to the end of the world, where he rules over the shadows.

An Originator and Civilizer of this kind could easily become a

Supreme Being or a High God; this change seems actually to have

taken place in ancient Peru. The fragmentary myths about the God
Viracocha—whose full name, Con-Ticci-Viracocha-pachayachachic,

means something like "the ancient foundation, the lord and instructor

of the world"—represent him with all the typical characteristics of a

Creator-Transformer-Civilizer. According to the myths, he made the

eartli, the sky, the stars, and mankind ; destroyed the first people by a

flood and created new men; wandered across Peru establishing the

social and moral order and instructing mankind in many arts; and

gave men their staple food plants and taught them the secrets of

cultivation. In addition, he was a great transformer who changed

mountains into plains and valleys into mountains and turned men into

stones. We may well surmise that these are the deeds of the original

Culture Hero of the Quechua or some other Andean people who, in

the course of time and through the speculations of priests, was elevated

to the position of a Supreme Deity, greater than all the other gods,

even the powerful Sun God. Viracocha was worshiped in special

temples by sacrifice and prayer and was represented in anthropo-

morphic images. Because of his exalted position and the compara-

tively recent emergence of his cult, he was less popular with the

multitude than were the Sun deity and other lesser gods, but his

worship was well established in the 16th century, and there can

be no doubt but that he was a functioning god.

Con or Coniraya, who was worshiped by the Coastal people of Peru,

has been associated or compared with Viracocha. This deity, about

whom few traditions have survived, was a solar god and had many
attributes of a Creator, a Transformer, and a Culture Hero. Pacha-

camac, the god of the famous temple, may have belonged to the same
category of supernaturals.
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Modern Araitcanians celebrated the cult of a Supreme Being whom
they addressed as "Master of men," "Master of the land," "Father,"

"King Father," or "Blue (sky) King Father." He not only was the

creator, the giver of life and fecundity to men, animals, and plants,

but also was directly concerned with the welfare of mankind. Unfor-
tunately, it is impossible to decide whether this conception of a High
God was pre-European or came of the Araucanians' long contact with
White people. Our knowledge about this Supreme God's cult does not

go back further than 150 years. The many close analogies between
Arcmcanian beliefs and customs and those of the people of Peru sug-

gest the early existence of a figure of a Creator and Culture Hero who,
in the course of years, was refashioned into a Supreme Being, prob-

ably under Christian influence.

Belief in a High God seems to have been one of the most fundamental

concepts of the religion of the Ona^ Tahgan^ and Alacaluf^ who are

considered to be the most primitive tribes in South America. The evi-

dence about the Fuegian Supreme Being was gathered from 1920 to

1926 by Father Gusinde and Father Koppers, both disciples of Father

Wilhelm Schmidt, so that most of our information about the religion

of these Indians was obtained when they had long been subject to White
influence and when both the Yahgan and Ona were on the verge of ex-

tinction. Gusinde and Koppers undoubtedly are right in insisting

that the Fuegian belief in a High God was independent of any Chris-

tian religious teaching, but many details and traditions concerning

him may have been lost and the data gleaned at the last moment per-

haps give us the illusion of a more philosophical and abstract deity than

he actually was.

In the light of our present knowledge, the High God of the Fuegian

tribes cannot be regarded as a deified Creator and Culture Hero, for

he has few of the attributes of these mythical characters ; in his nature

he is closer to the Christian God than to Viracocha and other wan-

dering Transformers and Teachers.

According to Gusinde, the Ona^ Yahgan^ and Alacaluf believed that

the Supreme Being was an invisible spirit without material needs, om-
niscient and all powerful, who lived in the sky beyond the stars. The
One called him Temaukl' ; the Yahgan^ "The Old One" ; and the Ala-

cdt/uf^ Xel'as, "The Star." The Ona avoided the use of his name, pre-

ferring to call him "The one who lives in the sky." When praying,

the Yahgan said, "My father" or called him "The Good One," "The
Strong One," or "The Highest One" ; when they were angry they spoke

of him as "The Murderer in the Sky."

The Ona and Alacaluf believed that the Supreme God was the cre-

ator of the Universe; the Yahgan did not specifically regard him as

such, though they considered him to be the master and owner of the
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world and the provider of food. He was endowed with a higlily moral

nature, and, since he introduced the norms of conduct, he was the cus-

todian of morality and the dispenser of justice. Disease and death

were manifestations of his wrath—Whence the real or apparent resent-

ment expressed against him when a person died. His good will was

gained by living in accordance with the moral code of the tribe. The

Alacaluf are said to have refrained from any worship because the very

perfection of the High God rendered vain every attempt to change

his will. The Tahgan prayed to him for food and health and thanked

him for his favors. The Ona offered him morsels of food in a symbolic

gesture.

The Tahgan High God was more alive and closer to man than was

the Ona deity, who was somewhat pushed away in a distant and cloudy

world.

The distinction between a Creator who is worshiped and, there-

fore, is part of the religious system and a Creator who is purely a

mythological figure is more theoretical than practical. The Guarayu

prayed to Tamoi, their Great Ancestor, and performed ceremonies in

his honor. Although Nanderuvugu, whose name means "Our Great

Father" or "Our Great Grandfather," was typically an idle deity, his

existence was not a matter of indifference to the ApapoGuva, for they

believed that one day, as once before, he would destroy the world.

They conceived of his abode as a paradise and during the last century

made several attempts to go there and live under his law.

The Noma—^"Father"—of the Witoto is certainly a more abstract

figure, who almost appears to be the product of a single brilliant and

metaphysical mind. According to the Witoto creation myth, he was

originated by the "word" ; that is to say, by magico-religious formulae

and by myths impregnated with magic power. He was the personifi-

cation of this "word," which he in turn passed on to the first men. As
a Culture Hero, he introduced all the religious ceremonies and also can-

nibalism. His relationship to the Witoto religion was not expressed in

any form of direct worship, yet he was more than a theological con-

cept, for without him the chants and ceremonies would have been with-

out power. Unless Preuss (1921-23) has overstressed the metaphys-

ical character of this God, he also must be regarded as an embodiment
of vegetation.

Among the matrilineal Cdgaba, the Supreme Being was a goddess

whose titles are indicative of her exalted position. She was believed

to be the "Mother of all human races, of the world, of animals, fruits,

trees, rivers, thunders, the Milky Way, songs, dances, sacred objects,

and sanctuaries." Her four sons were the ancestors of mankind. Be-

cause she was the source of all things, all ceremonies were performed
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for her to see. The Cdgaba asked her to send rain and to grant them
abundant harvests.

Less information is available about Eschetewuarha, the goddess of

the Chamacoco, and for this reason her position within the Ghamacoco
religion is more difficult to ascertain. She was believed to be married to

a Great Spirit whom she controlled as she did everything else in the

world. The Indians prayed to her for water, for she was the mother
of the Osasero birds (the clouds).

Kumana, the great goddess of the Yaruro^ may have been a deity of

the same type as the Odgdba "Mother of all things," but because of the

fragmentary and contradictory nature of our sources, this cannot be

positively ascertained. One informant said, "Everything sprang from
Kuma, and everything that the Yarwo do was established by her" and
"the other gods and culture heroes act according to her law."

The number of High Gods in South America was certainly larger

than this summary indicates, but in most cases our information is either

scanty or unreliable. Both the nature and the functions of these High
Gods require more detailed investigation.

Father Wilhelm Schmidt has stressed repeatedly the analogies be-

tween the Supreme God of the Tierra del Fuego Indians and the High
Gods of the primitive tribes of California and eastern North America.

His parallels probably are as valid as are those established between
the deified Culture Heroes of the Andean people and those of Central

America.

THE NOTION OP GOD, DEMON AND SPIRIT

Inca religion with its array of gods, its numerous priesthood, and
complex ritualism differs vastly from the diffuse and often amorphous
animism of the tropical tribes as well as from the simple theism of

Tierra del Fuego. The contrast is, however, not so profound as it

may appear. On the one hand, only strong animistic beliefs can ex-

plain the cults of the countless huacas or minor dieties and fetishes of

ancient Peru ; on the other hand, some of the nature gods of the Inca

pantheon crop up here and there among the tribes of the forests.

Throughout South America natural objects and phenomena are per-

sonified or are believed to be the abodes or manifestations of super-

natural beings. There is, nevertheless, considerable variation in the

degree of individualization of these spirits, in their functions, and in

the nature of their relationship with people.

In Peru the heavenly bodies, the natural phenomena, and the ele-

ments as well as the earth and the sea were conspicuous deities that

were worshiped in temples and served by priests. In most of the prim-

itive tribes the same natural objects were either mythological figures

without religious significance or were animated by spirits with little

individuality. The personification of nature sometimes brings about
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situations which are difficult to define in terms of our usual notions

about religion. For example, among the Mataco^ Sun was a mytho-

logical figure but not a functioning deity, for no prayers were addressed

to him and no ceremonies were performed in his honor
;
yet shamans

"visited" him to take advantage of his great knowledge in solving their

problems.

Outside of Peru, where Sun was the ancestor and the principal god

of the Inca dynasty, Sun and Moon were potent deities only in three

small Ge tribes of Eastern Brazil : the Aplnaye, the Sherente^ and the

Oatiella. There were also traces of a solar cult among the ancient

Chmrani and their modern descendants, the A'payocvA^u^ but its im-

portance probably was slight.

Although from Tierra del Fuego to tlie Guiana stars and constella-

tions were visualized as Culture Heroes or mythical animals that had

migrated to the sky, the phenomena were deified only in Peru and

among the Sherente^ to whom they appeared in visions as deputies of

Sun and Moon. It is possible that the Pleiades were worshiped by the

Guaicuruan tribes of the Chaco, but we have no details.

The sky never has been personified in South America, but human
will and feelings were attributed to it in Chaco mythology when, for

instance, the sky changed place with the earth so as not to be soiled

by it.

The Thunder God ranked very high in the Inca pantheon and sur-

vived to modern times under the name of Santiago. In the Chaco and

in the Tropical Forest, thunder was attributed either to birds or to

spirits. The Thunder Spirit of the ancient Tupi-Giuirani of the Bra-

zilian coast underwent a strange metamorphosis after the Discovery.

The missionaries, in their search for the notion of a Supreme Being,

heard the Indians refer to this sky demon, and raised him to the

dignity of a High God. Today Tupan is the name of the Christian

God among all the people of Brazil and Paraguay who speak a

G^aarani dialect ; tupan also has taken on the meaning of "sacred."

The Earth-mother is a typical Andean deity whose cult was per-

haps more important in the popular religion than that of the Sun or

other Inca major gods, for it remained almost intact from Ecuador to

the Argentine long after most of the gods of the Inca pantheon had

been forgotten. The cult of the Earth Goddess has been reported

among the Jivaro^ but there she was probably a simple vegetation

demon, for only female plants were under her protection.

In Peru the term huaca was applied to everything sacred; in the

chronicles it designates the gods, demons, and spirits worshiped by

the people of the Empire. Some of these huaca were nature gods

adored in the several provinces, but the majority were no more than

local spirits or demons that haunted the hills, lakes, rivers, and caves
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or that animated the countless fetishes worshiped by the lineages and

families of the Empire. Without any doubt, these spirits were similar

to those that filled the world of the forest Indians, but many assumed

the character of gods by becoming the protectors of a large social

group that developed a cult around them. The accumulated myths and

traditions gave them individuality and increased their prestige. Other

spirits, such as the mallcu and samiri of modern Aymara^ remained

simple fetishes—cones or earth and stones that were the custodians

of an ayllu and were only dimly conceived of as the receptacles of

spirits.

The Guiana Indians regarded rapids, waterfalls, conspicuous moun-
tains, strangely grown trees, and other natural oddities as the abodes

of special spirits that bore a distinctive name and incarnated them-

selves in animals (e. g., water serpents, hawks, caimans, etc.). These

localized spirits differ from the Peruvian huaca only in the absence

of a regular cult, yet in some cases simple rites were performed in

their behalf. For example, before crossing a rapid haunted by a spirit,

Indian crews sometimes rubbed red pepper in their eyes to ward off

danger.

The Peruvian Indians gave a very secondary place to such vegeta-

tion deities as Mother Maize or Mother Potato, for in Peru the fer-

tility of the soil was under the protection of the Sun and especially

of the Earth-mother. Nevertheless, plant spirits had a cult and were

symbolized by unusually large and oddly shaped ears of corn or tubers.

In tropical South America, the Spirit of the Cassava or the Maize,

though no more important than other spirits and like them subject

to the will of the shamans, nevertheless assumed some of the char-

acteristices of a vegetation god. The GasMnawa performed dances

to propitiate the Maize Spirit. The Barama Garib asked their sha-

mans to consult with the Cassava Spirit about crop prospects ; during

the interview, the spirit was given manioc beer, a gesture of courtesy

that might perhaps be interpreted as an offering.

Among the spirits that tend toward a greater individualization are

the supernatural protectors of the animal species usually called the

"Father or Mother of such-and-such kind of game or fish." In the

myths these spirits are represented as particularly large specimens

of the species, and, as a rule, they may take on human form at will. To
this category belong Kato, an aquatic monster who, the Taulipdng
said, was the Father of all fish and water animals, as well as the Toba
Indians' Soinidi, who was both a water spirit and the protector of the

fish. These custodians of the species freely permit the use of their

protiegees as food, but they do not tolerate their wanton destruction

by man, and they punish severely hunters who kill more than they
actually need to survive. In some cases, these guardians could be
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propitiated by prayer and small gifts, but the exercise of moderation

and self-restraint was the best way to gain their favor. The notion

of a protector of the species was strong in ancient Peru, where the

supernatural custodians were identified with constellations to which

prayers were addressed. Even in modern times the Indians of the

Puna de Atacama believed that the wild herds of vicuna were led by

Coquena, a troll who punished men who hunted the vicuna out of

greediness.

For purposes of analysis, it is desirable to differentiate wherever

possible between spirits that are individualized and those that are not.

The term "demon" should be applied only to a spirit that may be

defined as an individualized supernatural being that is unique of its

kind or is strictly localized and distinguished by a specific name. The
term "spirit," on the other hand, should be reserved for the anonymous

members of a collectivity of supernatural beings. So, for instance,

the TauUpdng serpent monster, Rato, must be regarded as a demon,

for, even though he may appear in many places, he has a definite

personality and never merges with other spirits. Similarly, the

Palicur Kamubalu, who is the genius of a mountain, must also be

defined as a demon to distinguish him from the swarming spirits that

often haunt special sites.

Demons and spirits alike could be summoned by shamans, but since

demons generally were more clearly conceived, their behavior generally

conformed closely with the traditional ideas maintained about them

by the Indians.

Some tribes themselves attempted to classify supernatural beings

into categories. The Barama Carib based their classification in part

on the favorite abode of the spirits ; they had spirits of the air, water,

creeks, rivers, and hills. The last category was in part geographical

and in part functional, for the mauari were both the spirits of the

hills and of disease. Each category of spirits was led by a chief who
bore toward his group the same relationship that a human headman
did toward his family and descendents. This classification was not

exhaustive, since it omitted the cassava spirits, the tree spirits, the

gnomes, and lutins.

The spirit protagonists of most Witoto myths were distinguished

by epithets that defined their nature. Thus, the muinane were the

people of the past, the hunessai the people of the waters and of plants

associated with fish, and the rigai were the spirits of the air, that is

to say, of birds and insects.

It is no less difficult to draw the line between spirits and ghosts

than it is to distinguish a spirit from a god. The Indians themselves

did not always clearly differentiate them. Thus, the Taulipdnff ap-

plied the name "mauari" to the spirits of the mountains, the rivers,
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and the lakes, to the members of the Kato family, and also to the

ghosts of certain dead. The soul of a shaman that left its body
became a mauari. Among the same people, olazan meant both ghost

and an evil spirit that haunted the living and caused eclipses.

In Witoto^ the word hanai, which means mysterious, not to be appre-

hended by the senses, served to designate not only ghosts but also

spirits properly speaking as well as magic trees, mythical animals,

and some nocturnal animals. The Shipaya used only one word, "awa,"

for ghosts, bad spirits, and mythical monsters. Many Guiana Indians

believed that ghosts could finally become spirits.

The distinction between spirits and ghosts was, however, of vital

importance in Bororo religion. The hope were uncreated nature

spirits that lived in the 10 skies of the Universe and were responsible

for natural phenomena. They had claims on several foods which

could not be eaten without a special ceremony, and they maintained

a relationship with a special category of shamans, the bari. Ghosts,

on the other hand, lived in special villages and incarnated themselves

in animals. They were invoked during certain ceremonies—at the

baptism of a child, at initiation rites, and at funerals—and they were

served by a different category of shamans, the aroettaware. Simi-

larly, the Ona insisted that the forest spirits, though very much like

ghosts, were very different from them.

Encounters between spirits and ordinary folk tended to be danger-

ous, for many of them were sanguinary monsters, eager to kill, and

some even had strong cannibalistic inclinations. Others were simply

mischievous and delighted in playing tricks, such as causing their

victims to lose their way in the forest. Intercourse with a spirit almost

always had evil consequences, and could even be fatal to the human
partner.

Certain spirits, like the aiia or azan of Twpi and Ganb folklore,

played the same part in Indian folklore that ogres do in ours; they

were cruel and mischievous, but easily deceived and turned to ridicule.

Two bush spirits of the ancient Tupi tribes are still popular among
the caboclo population of modern Brazil. The most colorful is

Curupira, who is described as a small man who walks with upturned

feet, and who is still greatly feared by country people. He is the

protector of game animals and is generous to those who help him,

but punishes severely those who are rude to him. The other spirit,

Yurupari, is a real ogre ; his name has been used to designate all kinds

of demons and spirits worshipped or feared by many non-Tupi tribes

of the Guianas and the Amazon.
Insight into South American Indians' conception of spirits may be

gained from an analysis of their folklore. In these tales a spirit rep-

resenting an animal or vegetal species may take on human form, but,

738931—48 38
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though he seems identical to any Indian, his true nature is revealed

in some physical peculiarity or some special skill or habit. Indeed,

spirits in general are visualized as having a human appearance with

some monstrous characteristic ; they may be hairy, or they may have

protruding eyebrows or two heads ; they may have no articulation at

the knees, or they may be linked together like Siamese twins. Some-

times spirits look like skeletons or skulls. These supernatural beings

are wont to assume the shape of persons closely related to their vic-

tims, but, as a rule, they may be recognized by some sign, such as the

lack of a big toe (Guiana). The approach of a spirit generally is

announced by peculiar whistlings or, at night, by cracking noises,

but often these warnings come too late.

Spirits often live in villages in countries of their own located on

mountains or under water.

Indian folklore is greatly concerned with the adventures of men
who meet spirits. Sometimes the spirits are benevolent and helpful.

Among them are spirits who marry human beings, but even when
they establish personal relationship with a man or woman, the

spirits remain volatile and touchy. A slur or the violation of a taboo

may rouse their resentment and induce them to break their human
bond. Sometimes spirits adopt a man or woman whom they change

into a spirit.

Spirits are mortal and are exposed to dangers of various kinds.

Guiana folklore has many tales about men who rescued spirits from

disaster and who were rewarded by good luck in hunting and fishing.

GUARDIAN SPIRITS

Shamans derived their power from their association with spirits

whom they could summon at will to assist them in their many func-

tions. As a rule, ordinary men did not enjoy any companionship with

the supernaturals and, therefore, were obliged to resort to shamans

when they needed the spirits' assistance. Nevertheless, the notion of

the guardian spirit is not entirely lacking in South America; some

references occur in the literature, but apparently the concept never

was so clearly defined as among North American Indians.

The best instance of the quest for a guardian spirit in the North

American manner occurs among the Gharrua of Uruguay.

Some men went on top of a solitary hill where there was a pile of stones to

fast in order to find a companion. There they inflicted on themselves many
wounds and suffered a rigorous penance until in their mind they saw a living

being whom they invoked in times of peril as their guardian angel. [Haedo,

1937, p. 348.]

'Witoto myths collected by Preuss contain frequent allusions to pro-

tecting animal spirits captured during a hunting party. They advised
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their master when he was in danger and ran errands for him. There

is also an allusion to a guardian spirit in a Taulipdng myth in which

a mutilated man sends his spirit in the guise of a bird to warn his wife

(Koch-Grimberg, 1923 a, 3:185).

A statement by Rochefort about the beliefs of the Island Canb may
be construed as a reference to guardian spirits

:

They believe that these good spirits, or gods, are many and every person

believes that among them he has one all to himself ; this is his particular spirit,

his own familiar. [Rochefort, 1658.]

Yet spirits were invoked only through shamans, so that it seems these

familiars were not guardian spirits in the strict sense of the word.

Every Tahgan was under the protection of a diminutive spirit as-

signed to him at his birth by a shaman.

The notion of the guardian spirit may perhaps throw some light

on the nature of the mystic relationship between the Inca and his

Wauki, or supernatural guardian, with whom he was united by a

fraternal bond. The supernatural brother was represented by a statue.

Still, there is little evidence that the belief in a personal guardian was

widespread in Peru and even less that it was the soul of some ayllu

ancestor, as Cunow (1937, p. 191) surmises.

GHOSTS AND THE CULT OF THE DEAD

Everywhere in South America funeral rites expressed the desire of

the living to placate the dead, to prevent their return, or to facilitate

their journey to the other world. More rarely these practices devel-

oped into a cult of the dead in the restricted sense of the word, that is to

say, into a worship of the souls of the dead because they directly

affected the welfare of their descendents.

Worship of the dead was an important component of the religions of

ancient Peru. There the ancestral mummies were attended by priests

and were offered sacrifices; during certain feasts they were taken on

processions. A feast celebrated in the month of October in honor of the

dead of the group was later assimilated to All Saints' Day and is still

observed by the Highland Indians of Peru and Bolivia. On this day

the dead returned to receive offerings of food and drink.^

The care with which the Guiana and Amazonian Indians {Carih,

MunduruGU, Apiacd^ Yuruna, Ipurina, More) preserved the bones of

the dead in their huts suggests a cult of the dead, but we lack confirming

evidence. The Island Carib and the ancient Guaranty however, be-

lieved that the souls could return to the bones and advise their living

relatives.

^Davila (1942, p. 409) attributes to the Coastal Indians tlie following reasoning:

"Los Buropeos, el dia de Todos los Santos dan de comer, como nosotros, y de beber a sus

muertos. Vayamos, pues, nosotros tambien a la iglesia y Uevemos de comer a nuestros

muertos."
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Cubeo religion to a large extent was based on a cult of the Ancestors,

who were invoked during tribal meetings, when they were represented

by gigantic trumpets. The Bororo also believed that the ancestral

souls continued to maintain a close relationship with the living and

often came to their villages to eat, drink, and dance. The link between

the dead and their living relatives was provided for by a special cate-

gory of shamans, the aroettaware, who served as mediums for the souls

of the dead. The great feasts celebrated by the Guaicuru in their

cemeteries probably were the expression of a cult of the dead.

The Gagaba regarded the Ancestors, whom they called aluna (souls)

,

as superior to demons. They attributed the origin of aU human insti-

tutions to the Ancestors, whose actions were always beneficial to man-

kind; demons, on the contrary, were harmful unless they were con-

trolled by the Ancestors. The aluna long ago ceased to take any

interest in human affairs, but men continued to exist, thanks to their

teaching and to the celebration of ceremonies introduced by them.

Likewise, ancestor worship was a salient feature of the religion of the

ancient Taino^ for the great Zemi of the caciques were believed to

contain the souls of the chiefs' ancestors, and certain cotton and wooden

zemis contained the skulls and bones of deceased relatives.

The most important religious celebration of the Shipaya was the

dance of the ghosts, which took place at the special request of the head-

man of the dead. In order to dance and drink, the ghosts had to borrow

the body of a shaman whose soul supposedly remained idle in a hut

while his body, covered by a long cape, danced on the plaza. The feast

continued for several nights until each ghost and some animal spirits

had in turn executed a dance and sung a song.

There is no trace of a cult of the dead among the Indians of Tierra

del Fuego.

THE CONCEPT OF SOUL

In a considerable number of South American Indian tongues the

words for soul, shadow, and image are synonymous {Bacatri, TauU-

fdng^ Cubeo^ ArawaJe^ Apinaye, Abipon). The Garib make no dis-

tinction between soul and heart. In Tucano there is but one word for

soul, heart, and pulsation. In Witoto the word komeke has the mean-

ing of heart, chest, memory, and thought.

The Island Carib believed in the plurality of souls which resided

in the heart, in the head, and in the articulations of the body where

pulsation was felt. Only the first soul went to the sky; the others,

which remained on earth, changed to beasts or spirits.

Very similar conceptions were held by the Taulipung. These Garib

believed that man had five souls, "like men but uncorporeal, the same
fested in the widespread belief that soul loss caused disease and death
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another lighter and a third even lighter, the fourth very light, but still

a shadow. The fifth soul is the one that talks. It is the soul that

manifests itself by yawning and sneezing and deserts the body during

sleep." Only the "speaking soul" went to the other world after death

;

another remained with the corpse and a third turned into a bird of

prey (Koch-Grunberg, 1923 a, 3:170-172).

The Shipaya believed that the soul had two parts ; one,called awa,

was the envelope of the other and the equivalent of the ghost. Shamans
translated the name of the other part as language, heart of a person

(Nimuendaju, 1921-22, 16-17:367).

According to the Apapocuva-Guarani^ two souls coexisted in every

man. One, called ayvucue, which came from the mansion of some
deity in the west, zenith, or east, entered the body at birth and was
identified with a peaceful disposition, gentleness, and a craving for

vegetables. The other was an animal soul (acyigua), which harbored

in a person's neck ; it was this one that actually conditioned an indi-

vidual's temperament. A patient, friendly person might have a but-

terfly soul; a jaguar soul made a man cruel and brutal. In general,

unrest, violence, malice, and a lust for meat were attributed to the

acyigua. After death, the two souls separated ; the ayvucue, though

it usually tried to reach the Land-Without-Evil, sometimes lingered

dangerously near its former home; the animal soul, too, was likely to

turn into a fearful ghost (Nimuendaju, 1914, pp. 304-306).

Every adult Botocudo is said to have as many as five or six souls,

but only one of them resides in the body, the rest remaining nearby.

The Choco also believed that man had two souls : a short one for the

body as a whole and a long one for the bones (Wassen, 1935, p. 118).

Throughout South America the belief prevailed that sleep, cate-

lepsy, and trance were the result of a temporary absence of the soul,

which abandoned the body to wander far away, often to the land

of the dead. Shamans enjoyed the power of sending their soul on
missions to observe events taking place in distant regions. The ad-

ventures of the soul during these journeys were pictured in dreams
and visions. It was often deemed dangerous to wake a person sud-

denly, for then his soul might not have time to reenter the body
(Bacairi^ Paressi, Taulipdng). Many Indians (e. g., the Lengua and
Pilagd) were inclined to attach greater importance to events experi-

enced in dreams than to those encountered in their waking hours. At
one time in recent years the Pilagd were on the verge of war because an
Indian had dreamed that some members of their tribe had been killed

by soldiers. Bororo women sent their souls after a hunting party to

find out where the men were and what they were doing.

The fragility of the bond between soul and body was also mani-
fested in the widespread belief that soul loss caused disease and death.
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The Aymara diagnosed many diseases as the consequence of the sudden

departure of the frightened soul. It was also believed that the soul

could be kidnapped by a sorcerer or evera more often by a ghost or

spirit.

Souls were far from being immortal. They might be destroyed

during the journey to the other world ; even after they reached safety,

there they might undergo several metamorphoses and finally disap-

pear {Apinaye, Mataco ) . The Apinaye were persuaded that souls died

of a pain on the left side and were transformed into animals, tree

stumps, and termite hills (Nimuendaju, 1939, p. 141).

MATERIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF SUPERNATURAL BEINGS

Images and idols.—The Peruvian deities were represented by idols

placed in the shrines. Viracocha often was represented by anthropo-

morphic images, but in the great temple he was symbolized by an oval

golden plate. The images of the Sun combined solar and anthropomor-

phic features. Many idols destroyed by the Spanish inquisitors were,

however, rudely carved or had no particular form. The famous idol

of Pachacamac was a roughly sculptured post. In modern times, the

Aymara and Ghipaya of Carangas represented the mallcu or guardian

spirits of the ayllu by whitewashed earthen cones.

In contrast to the tropical tribes of the South American mainland

among whom material representations of deities or spirits were infre-

quent, the Taino of the West Indies centered their religion around the

cult of countless images and sacred objects collectively called zemis

—

stone or wooden images, images of cotton and other fabrics enclosing

bones, prepared skulls, masks and frontal amulets, pictures and body

decorations (Joyce, 1916, p. 182). Some of the large zemis, such as

the two sweating images in the cave of Giovavava, were those of

nature deities ; others were the receptacles of ancestral souls. Although

some figures were carved in the shape of animals or birds, the majority

were anthropomorphic. Wonders were related about certain famous

images that could walk, talk, and grow mutilated parts. Zemis were

carved as a result of supernatural warnings; the tree itself directed

the work of the artisan. Certain zemis belonging to the cacique were

worshiped by the whole tribe, but each man is said to have had his per-

sonal one. The stress put by the Spaniards on the zemi cult and the

vast number of these images found in caves and excavations confirm

tlie rich development of fetishism in Tamo culture.

Although on the whole sacred images are rare among tropical In-

dians, they have been mentioned in several tribes. Stone statues have

been reported anciently in the Guianas ; one of them which came from

the Uaupes is now in the Musee de I'homme in Paris. Nevertheless,

their occurrence must have been most unusual. In recent times, sha-
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mans occasionally used clay or wooden dolls ; their exact function is not
known, but they cannot be regarded as idols. Cardim states that the

ancient Tupirmnba deposited offerings at the base of posts planted at

places haunted by spirits. The Tupinamba of the region of Maranhao
kept small wax images in cabins built in the bush where the shamans
went to burn sweet-smelling resins and to make offerings to the spirits.

The feathers which the Palicur stuck to the end of the painted sticks

on the dancing ground sheltered spirits. Among the Shipaya, Cu-

ruaya, and JuruTia of the lower Xingu, the god Kumaphari was repre-

sented by a crudely carved image. According to Koquette-Pinto

(1938) , an unshaped piece of wood was one of the most sacred objects

of the Paressi.

The deities of the Tacanan tribes of the basin of the Madre de Dios

were represented by pieces of wood covered with feather mosaics, by
pebbles, and by manufactured objects, such as spears, arrows, axes, and
pots. The carved wooden pieces were images of the Wind, Sun, and
Moon gods ; the pebbles were the deities of maize, yuca, and bananas.

The image of the god Epymara was an elliptical piece of wood.

Rivero (1883, pp. 277-278) mentions some petroglyphs in the Acha-

gua county that played a part in religious ceremonies. Formerly,

wooden images seem to have been regarded by the Mhayd as religious

objects; in more recent times they have sunk to the level of simple

children's toys.

The most sacred object in a considerable number of tropical tribes

was the gourd rattle or maraca. The grains inside were manifesta-

tions of spirits and the tinkling noise, the spirits' voices. The Tupin-

ambo made food offerings to the maraca and consulted them to learn

the spirits' intentions. Rattles were the instrument par excellence of

the shaman and are discussed in connection with shamanism.

In several Arawakam, tribes {Ipurina, Paressi, Mojo), and in some
others influenced by them {Tucano, Witoto, Yurimagua, Tucuna)
large bark trumpets and flutes represented either vegetation demons or

ancestors {Tucano) . Among the Paressi, there were the images of the

serpent demons, Nukaima and his wife. Sacred trumpets and various

other instruments played a prominent part in the alligator dance of the

Mojo. In all these tribes the sacred musical instruments were taboo to

the women and were kept in the men's house (Paressi-Cahishi) or were

hidden in some sacred spot.

Masks.—Masked characters appear in the religious ceremonies of

many South American tribes but only in a few cases do we have suffi-

cient information to understand the significance of the performances

(Krause, 1911, pp. 97-122) . Among the Ona and Tahgan the masked
men who stood in front of the kina hut impersonated demons and
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spirits ; the purpose of their appearance was to frighten the women.

This was also the intention of the GhamajGoco mummers.

Dances by masked men have been described among the Carajd and the

Shavaje^ but their significance is obscure. The masks were kept in a

special house taboo to women. Carajd masks represented animals

and were worn both at feasts that coincided with the ripening of

various fruits and at celebrations following successful hunting or

fishing expeditions. Some were worn by men who went around the

village begging for food. Others were associated with the cult of

the dead.

South of the Amazon, the most remarkable masks are those that

were formerly worn at dances by the tribes of the upper Xingu. Es-

sentially anthropomorphic, these masks were considered to be repre-

sentations of animals, each of which could be identified by a distinc-

tive feature or by a symbolic painted motif. The masks were of

several types. Some consisted of an oval frame covered with a coarse

cotton textile, which might be unadorned or have attached to it stylized

eyes and nose modeled in wax. The most common were rectangular

pieces of wood, often with only the forehead and nose carved and the

symbol of some animal painted as an ornament. Especially spectacu-

lar was the wooden mask with the bell-shaped skirt fully 30 feet

(10 m.) in circumference, which gave the dancer the appearance of a

gigantic mushroom. Unfortunately, Von den Steinen, who has de-

scribed the masks of the Xingu tribes in great detail, gives little

information about the religious or magic significance of their use.

He states that masks were worn in a dance representing a fisliing party

or other activities, but does not say whether the performance was given

to help fisherman or for some other purpose.

Most remarkable masked dances were performed by the tribes of

the Caiari-Uaupes soon after a death had taken place in a village.

While the widow and mother of the dead man wailed, masked dancers

impersonating animals and demons simulated an attack upon the

communal house. When the attacking party finally forced an entrance

they sang ritual songs and performed dances which culminated in a

phallic pantomime. The whole ceremony has been interpreted by
Koch-Griinberg (1923 b, p. 248), who saw it, as a ritual propitiation

of the ghosts and demons who might have caused the death.

Dancers wearing masks sometimes appeared in connection with

puberty feasts. The Lengua of the Gran Chaco represented in a dance

the supernatural dangers that threatened the menstruating girl. In
the course of the performance there appeared lines of boys dressed

in nandu (rhea) plumes and wearing masks representing evil spirits.

They passed among the crowd jingling bunches of deer hoofs and from
time to time uttered shrill cries. Whenever they approached the girl,
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the women drove them off. Among the Tucuna Indians of the Upper
Amazon, the most colorful episode of the elaborate girls' puberty

feast was the appearance of the guests wearing huge masks that rep-

resented demons and animals. They came in small groups, asked for

drinks, and then vanished into the forest.

In ancient Peru, masks were worn during religious festivals. Judg-
ing from paintings on Chimu pottery, the masks represented animal
deities. Masked dancers still perform religious dances in modern
Peru and Bolivia, but as yet no study has been made of their symbolism.

CEREMONIALISM

Even though the elaborate and spectacular rites of the Inca and
Chibcha religions seem far apart from the simple practices of the

forest Indians, there are nonetheless many common elements. The
differences consist mainly in the infinitely greater complexity of Inca

ceremonies, in the importance given to practices which elsewhere

occurred only in embryonic form, and in the existence of a class of

specialists who carried out the cult activities. Sacrifice, prayer, and

religious songs occurred also among tribes whose approach to the

supernatural was characterized by magical rather than by religious

attitudes.

In the Andean area, with the possible exception of Chile, the service

of the gods acquired a stable and complex structure requiring so

precise a knowledge of detail that only specially trained priests could

lead religious ceremonies. In tropical South America and on the

southern plains the simpler rituals were familiar to most if not all

the members of the community. The religious life and ceremonialism

of some tribes of eastern Bolivia {Mojo, Manasi, Araona) were mark-

edly influenced by Peru. Among these tribes the shamans were tend-

ing to become priests who represented the community before the

deities.

In most tropical tribes of South America, religious ceremonies lack

complex and meticulous ritualism. Symbolic elements are, as a rule,

very elementary. In this respect, the magico-religious festivals of

the Arawakan, Panoan, Carib, and Tupi-Guaranian tribes cannot be

compared to the elaborate initiation rites of the Ge tribes or even to

the Tucuna puberty feasts. Yet it must always be borne in mind that

apparent simplicity may be due largely to lack of documentation.

The early chroniclers described at some length many of the feasts

that marked almost every month of the Inca calendar. The Emperor
and his families as well as the provincial chiefs took part in some
of the festivals. The most solemn of all was the Intip raimi, in which

the splendor of the costumes and the lavishness of the gold and silver

paraphernalia were most impressive. This ceremony opened with an
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homage to the Sun rendered by the Inca Emperor, his families, and

the curaca. After this the Emperor made a libation to the Sun and

drank chicha with his families. Then, with the Emperor leading the

procession, everyone went to the Sun Temple. Only the imperial family

was admitted to make offerings of precious vessels or images to the

god. Omens were read in the entrails of a black llama which was

sacrificed to the Sun. Later many llamas were slaughtered and burned

in a holocaust lighted by means of a concave mirror. The ceremony

ended with banquets and drinking bouts. Throughout the feast, the

hierarchy of the rulers and functionaries of the Empire was strictly

observed.

The situa feast was a magico-religious ceremony for the expulsion

of diseases and calamities that also honored all the minor idols and

mummies of the dead, which were carried in procession and offered

libations. Blood puddings or bread prepared with the blood of llamas

were eaten by all the participants and were sent to the shrines of the

Empire.

Other Peruvian feasts that coincided with the beginning of the

sowing season, the harvest, and the onset of the rainy season combined

propitiatory and magic rites to ensure an abundant supply of food.

There is less information about Chihcha festivals. These were at-

tended by the Zipa who was preceded by processions of men covered

with luxurious ornaments of feathers and gold or wearing gold masks

;

many were disguised as animals. Perhaps the parade was symbolic,

for it is said that those who carried masks with tears were beseeching

the aid of the gods while those who danced and jimiped were celebrat-

ing the success of their prayers. Offerings of gold to the snake god

of Lake Guatabita were made by the chief, who was gilded with gold

dust, and his noblemen, who went on a raft to the middle of the lake

for this purpose. Processions were made to other lakes as well that

were the abodes of snake gods.

The most spectacular festivals of the Amazonian tribes were those

held for the vegetation demons, usually called Yurupari feasts (North-

west of Brazil, Puinake, Turimagua, Tucuna) . Among the Tucanoan

and Arawakan tribes of the upper Rio Negro and the basin of the

Cairl-Uaupes, they were celebrated when certain palm fruits relished

by the Lidians (e. g., miriti and yapura) were ripe. When the feast

opened baskets of the fruit were ceremonially carried to the village

preceded by men who blew huge trumpets. These instruments, which

represented the vegetation demons, were sacred and, under penalty of

death, were kept hidden from the women and children at some distance

from the village. During the first part of the ceremony, the women
remained closed in a hut, but after the performance of ritual dances

in which the men whipped each other with long lashes, the secret rites
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ended and the women joined the men to dance and make merry for

several days.

The Arawakan tribes who migrated south of the Amazon faithfully

preserved the cult of the sacred trumpets. The Ipurina^ Mojo, and

Paressi also celebrated this festival, and the terrorized women were

made to believe that they would be punished by the demons if they did

not supply the men abundantly with beer and food.

The Yurupari ceremonies, so characteristic of the religion of the

Rio Negro and Orinoco tribes, fulfilled several functions; by their

means the men favorably influenced the fertility spirits, brought about

cures, and enhanced their prestige and their power over the women.

Human sacrifices.—Human sacrifices were entirely limited to the

Andean region, unless we regard the cannibalistic meals of the Shipaya

as a form of human sacrifice. Although in Peru they never reached

the monstrous proportions characteristic of Mexico, it is known that at

the enthronement of an Inca as many as 200 children were put to

death by strangulation or extraction of the heart. The Ghibcha

also practiced human sacrifice on a large scale. Children bought from
ambulant merchants were kept in temples, and were killed when they

reached puberty. So sacred were these prospective victims that they

could not touch the ground. In a peculiar ceremony, the purpose

of which is unknown, the Ghibcha sacrificed a slave by tying him in

a sort of crows' nest on a pole and shooting him with darts. Priests

standing under the pole collected the dripping blood. When a chief

built a new palace he had small girls, said to have been given by
noble families, crushed beneath the main posts to ensure the good
fortune of the building.

The Indians of Uraba strangled and burned slaves before the idol

of the Dabaina goddess. Sacrifices of war prisoners by ablation of

the heart were a feature of the religion of the Indians of the Cauca
Valley.

Sacrifices of goods and animals.—Sacrifices of goods and animals

were an essential cult feature only in the area of the high civilizations

of the Andes. Almost all public and private religious ceremonies

required offerings or blood sacrifices. Immense treasures in the form
of gold figures and precious stones were buried or were thrown into

lakes by the Ghibcha to propitiate their gods. Inca offerings included

a wide variety of foods, magic substances, clothes, and jewels. In
modern times the same variety, though not, of course, the same value,

characterized the sacrifices made by the impoverished Aymara; the

care with which the priest combined and placed the substances gives

us an inkling of the complexity of the sacrificial ritual in the great

temples of the vanished Empire.
The same rigid ritualism regulated the sacrifice of animals in the
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Andean area. The victims were selected in accordance with mystical

associations and rules determined their acceptability to the deity.

The sacrifice also was a divinatory rite, for omens were read in the

entrails of the victims. The walls of the buildings and the faces of

the idols were smeared with blood.

Bloody sacrifices also existed among the Araucanians, who intro-

duced them into the Pampas. The Tehuelche strangled mares at

funerals to appease the ghosts and when danger was lurking to placate

the spirits.

Sacrifices of food, drink, and goods in honor of spirits or demons
were practiced by many Twpi-Guarani, Arawakan^ and Carib tribes.

Sometimes a whole community, sometimes an individual who wished
to placate a spirit or gain its favor, made a sacrifice. The Palicur

expressed their gratitude by inviting spirits to drinking bouts. The
supernatural guests entered benches carved in animal shapes and,

as soon as their presence had been announced, were given gourds

of cashiri. The Carib feasts described by Rochefort (1658, p. 417),

which were celebrated after the cure of a sick person, probably were
identical to those of the Palicur, for they offered the spirits cassava

and manioc beer on small tables. The offerings were not accompanied

by "any adoration nor prayer, and consisted only in the presentation

of these gifts." The Taino offered cassava cakes to the zemi. The
piai received the cakes, blessed them, and divided them into small

pieces, which he distributed to his assistants. The fragments were

sacred talismans to be preserved for an entire year.

The Mundurucu offered food and alcoholic drinks to the Mothers

of Game, Fish, and Plants, whom the shamans summoned during

feasts dedicated to these supernatural beings. Even in recent times

no Carib would cut a tree for a canoe or a bow without first making
an offering to the spirit inside; when he opened a clearing in the

forest, he poured some chicha on the stiunps of the felled trees.

Before eating fish and game, the Bororo reserved a few morsels which

were given to the spirits through the shamans. The Ona practiced

an incipient form of sacrifice, for whoever partook of a late meal

would throw away a small piece of meat for the High God. During

cold weather or a heavy snowfall they also would cast out a fire-

brand for the Supreme Being. These offerings were not regarded

as gifts for the High God, but as symbols of gratitude. The sacrifice

of a firebrand, however, has all the earmarks of a magic rite.

Prayer.—Prayer constituted an important part of Inca liturgy.

During the ceremonies, the priests recited prayers which were re-

peated by the assembly. We have a few examples of prayers or

hymns addressed to the Supreme Being glorifying him and express-

ing a longing to get a better understanding of his being. If the
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translations are accurate, they equal some of our best psalms in style

and in the nature of the thoughts expressed. Simple prayers made
by individuals to obtain some favor from a god were not based on
stereotype formulae, but were improvised in the spirit of the moment
and often were addressed silently.

Prayer was the only external form of worship of the Supreme
Being by the Tahgan. The 60 prayers collected among these Indians

fall into the following categories: (1) Complaints about the death

of a relative; (2) requests for a favor; (3) prayers of thanksgiving;

and (4) prayers expressing the greatness of the Supreme Being and
corresponding to our "If the good God wills it." Although these

particular prayers were couched in a somewhat patternized, archaic

language, anyone could address the Supreme Being in his own words.

An Apinaye who wished to make a request of the Sun isolated

himself and without any preamble asked, "Father, give me this or

that." The Mundurucu prayed the Mother of the Manioc in these

terms, "O Mother of Manioc, favor us with the fruits of your sons.

Don't let us suffer privations. Every year we pray to you and do

not forget you."

Fasting and purification.—Participation in religious ceremonies

often required periods of fasting and various kinds of purification.

Before the Tcdno could take caoba to have visions or could consult

a shaman, they had to fast and drink the juice of a certain herb.

As a preamble to a feast, members of the whole community made
themselves vomit by tickling their throat with a small stick.

Confessions of sins.—Confession has a very limited distribution in

South America. It has been reported only for the Inca of Peru, the

lea and Cdgdba of Colombia, and the TupiTharriba of the Brazilian

coast. As a rule, confession to a priest or shaman served as a means

of preventing or allaying private and public disasters which were the

consequences of the violation of taboos; sometimes it served as a

purificatory rite before the celebration of a feast.

In Peru confession was obligatory in times of illness and also in an-

ticipation of certain feasts (e. g., the oncoy mitta, which was celebrated

in June in honor of the Pleiades). When excessive frost endangered

the plantations, twins and all others who had had an abnormal birth

(e. g., those born feet first, with a harelip, etc.) were subjected to

special treatment and had to confess their sins.

The confessors, who were recruited from among the diviners

(huacuc) and who were called ichuri or aucachic (Cajatambo and

Huaylas), heard all the members of their own ayllu including their

wives and children. At one time confession seems not to have been

secret, but it became so later ; certain hideous crimes were reported to

the supreme priest (huillac umac) or his assistant (hatunhuillac).
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The confession took place near a stream. After the person had

enumerated his faults, the confessor gave him maize and shell powders

to blow away, struck his head with a small stone, and ordered him to

wash in water mixed with maize. Sometimes the penitent bathed in

the stream. The confessor consulted auguries to discover whether the

sinner had lied or withheld a fault. He also meted out penances which

took the form of temporary observance of chastity, fasting, or ab-

staining from certain foods (e. g., salt and pepper) , or a period of

isolation on a mountain top. Wealthy persons made offerings to the

gods.

In very exceptional circumstances, the iTwa Emperor confessed to

the Sun and the Great Priest to Viracocha ; neither one confessed to a

person on any occasion. When they performed the rite they held in

one hand a bunch of straw or grass on which they spat before throwing

it into a stream or fire.

One of the most important functions of the Gdgaba and lea mamas

(priest-shamans) was to hear confessions. A man would confide his

"sins" to a priest under the following circumstances : When he was

ill, before starting the treatment ; when he feared he might become ill

;

before a feast in which prophylactic rites were celebrated ; and after

an eclipse or an earthquake. Most so-called sins were sexual (e. g.,

intercourse with a relative of forbidden degree or with the servant of

a mama, adultery with an unpurified widow, etc.). Planting coca

witliDut the priest's permission and stealing {Cdgdba) also were con-

sidered offenses against the gods. The mama imposed a penance, but

its form is not specified (Preuss, 1919-20, pp. 95-96; Bolinder, 1925).

The Tupinarriba attached great importance to confession. Yves

d'Evreux (1864, p. 309) states that when a great shaman (pagi) visited

the villages he ordered everyone, but especially women and young

girls, to confess to him. If they refused to comply, he threatened

them, saying that his spirits would punish them for not declaring their

offenses. Afterward he gave them absolution. Nobrega ( 1844, p. 92)

confirms this statement, and adds that before the coming of an im-

portant shaman women went in pairs into every hut, where they

mutually confessed offenses against their husbands and asked for

forgiveness.

MAGICAL PRACTICES

Magical practices to insure good luck, avert danger, cure or inflict

disease, and in general to help people perform acts the outcome of

which is not under their rational control, are extremely numerous and
often have been recorded while the more significant religious or social

phenomena have passed unobserved. The magic rites that accompany
life crises and economic pursuits are more conveniently described in
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connection with the circumstances that provoke them. In this section

we will examine only a few magic rites with special significance in

specific areas.

Ordeals.—^Vliipping is one of the most conspicuous ritual acts in

the magico-religious ceremonies of most Guiana tribes as well as

among several Amazonian groups. This ordeal made the victim strong,

courageous and diligent, and conferred upon him other virtues; for

this reason it was associated with puberty rites, and with preparations
for war expeditions, etc. Apparently, it also had purificatory proper-

ties, for both new householders and mourners who were celebrating

a funeral feast were whipped. The relationship between flagellation

and the fertility of fields is less clear, but on the Orinoco and the Rio
Negro and among the Mura, whipping was an important element in

agrarian festivals.

Exposure to ant or wasp bites seems to have had a similar effect.

Guiana Indians claimed that the insect ordeal developed proficiency

in hunting and fishing, refreshed the body, gave one vigor, and made
one gay and lusty. They also believed it to be an excellent prophylac-

tic against disease. The ordeal was a particularly appropriate treat-

ment for boys and girls who had reached puberty and were about to

become full-fledged, useful members of the community, but not be-

cause it was a test of courage, as has often been said. The ant ordeal

was administered for the first time at puberty or during initiation rites,

but most people voluntarily exposed themselves to it whenever they

desired to fortify themselves to increase their vitality and ability.

Scarification.—From the Guianas to the Chaco, Indians ascribe

great virtue to scarification, for by this means they believe they can

dispel fatigue and impart strength to their body. The material out of

which the scarification awls are made determines the effect. Betoya
fishermen, for instance, punctured their skin with a sting ray tail,

hunters with pecari or bird bones (Rivero, 1883, p. 348).

In most Chaco tribes, when a man engaged in heavy work felt tired,

he drew blood from his limbs by pricking the skin with a rhea or jaguar

bone awl. The Guaicunum-s^^okmg Indians gave much importance

to this treatment and encouraged even small children to jab them-

selves.

Tattooing and painting.—Although it would be a gross exaggera-

tion to stress, as Karsten (1926) does, the exclusively magical value

of tattooing, there can be little doubt but that tattoo marks are fre-

quently acquired in connection with life crises or that they have a pro-

phylactic power. The Toba specifically explained to me that the tat-

tooed motifs on their limbs were talismans against disease. The
ancient Betoya painted serpents on their legs so that the "venom of
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the painted reptiles would set in flight the real snakes" (Rivero, 1883,

p. 348).

When a Tupinamba girl had her first menses, geometric designs were

cut on her back with a sharp rodent tooth; ashes rubbed into the

wounds left indelible tattoo marks. Before returning to everyday

life, a Tupinamha who had ceremonially killed a prisoner slashed

various patterns on himself with an agouti tooth ; the more such tattoo

marks a man could exhibit, the higher was his prestige.

Incision tattooing of the girls was still practiced by the Chmrayu
in the last century.

While we seldom learn the reasons why Indians use body painting,

we may surmise that they do attach magical or other values to thai

practice, from the circumstances under which they paint themselves

or their relatives. Infants very often are smeared with urucu soon

after birth. Menstruating girls usually are profusely painted. War-
riors commonly go to battle wearing elaborate designs on their per-

son. Mourners frequently paint their face or their body black with

charcoal {Yahgan^ Ona^ Tehuelche, Araiccanian) or with genipa

{Titpinamba, Mactcshi, Mundurucu, Sipibo) . Cashinawa male mourn-

ers smeared their entire body with genipa, women only parts of it, lest

they be killed by the ghost of the deceased (Abreu, 1914, pp. 145-149).

Red was the mourning color of the ancient Chibcha^ who smeared

their body with urucu and wore red capes. Among the Macushi also,

the closest relatives of a dead person painted themselves with urucu

;

more distant relatives stained only their feet and hands. The same

distinction between close and distant kin was made by the Jirara and

Ayrica who, however, used genipa as a sign of mourning.

Talismans.—Countless talismans and amulets are found in South

America. Only a few examples are listed here. Among the most

famous are the bina of the Guiana Indians. These were leaves or

tubers which bore some superficial resemblance to the animals upon

which they were supposed to have influence. For instance, the talis-

man used to catch aymara fish {Hoplias macrophtalrrms) , which have

a spotted skin, was a leaf with black and white spots. Another, con-

sidered to be a good talisman to charm birds, was a small tuber shaped

like a beak (Ahlbrinck, 1924, p. 224).

The Jivaro traced designs on their skin before going on hunting

parties with the stones found in the crop of birds. Such stones were

carefully preserved.

The Highland Indians of Peru carry on their persons and keep in

their houses a very considerable number of amulets. The shape of

something which is desired may be carved in soft stone and used as an

amulet: a hand with money brings good fortune, a simple hand re-
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moves fatigue and also endows a weaver with skill. Many amulets

are simply stones which seem to resemble an animal or an object.

The Toba try to insure their hunting luck by wearing belts con-

taining fragments of the skin of game animals and various herbs.

Small children wear around their neck a small leather packet con-

taining magic herbs.

Chants and charms.—Chanting is, of course, closely linked to and
accompanies all religious ceremonies throughout South America. Its

importance as a means of averting impending dangers is well illus-

trated by the behavior of the A'papocuva-Guarani^ who, at the slight-

est difficulty or even because they felt depressed, resorted to chant-

ing. Hardly a night passed when no one chanted a magic song. When
the matter was of some importance, maracas or stamping tubes also

were used.

The compulsive power of chanted charms is exemplified in the Ona
myth about the origin of chanting, in which the first ancestor, who
invented chanting, was able to kill a whale and bring it to shore single-

handed by this means (Gusinde, 1931, p. 635).

The power of charms and magic chants is forcefully expressed in

the mythology of the Witoto^ who seem to have believed that chants

preceded the Supreme God. Words, that is to say, chants, were said

to be more important than the gods, for without the rites and feasts in

which they were sung, the gods could achieve nothing.

Shamans use charms and incantations as a prophylaxis against the

impure influences that may affect people and objects, and also to expel

diseases and destroy enemies, to summon spirits, and to endow objects

with supernatural power. A great many charms are known to ordi-

nary people, who recite them to protect themselves against danger,

to rid themselves of pain, or to ensure the success of an enterprise.

Unfortunately, few charms have been recorded except for a large col-

lection obtained by Koch-Griinberg among the Taulipdng ( 1923 a, 3

:

219-222). The Taulipdng charms fall into two categories: (1) those

intended to cause damage; (2) those that ensured the success of a

cure or an enterprise. They were recited to heal wounds, snake and
sting ray bites, throat inflammations, pustulent eruptions, stomach

worms, dysentery, and also to facilitate childbirth or, on the contrary,

to make it difficult. Some charms could turn an enemy into a friend.

The efficacy of each one is guaranteed by a short myth in which animals,

plants, and personified elements play a large part. Animals that

figure in the charms have some relationship to the desired result. For
instance, a person who suffered from a swelling caused by deer flesh

would invoke a jaguar, since it feeds on deer. After childbirth, be-

fore eating fish, one had to call the otters because they eat fish. In a

charm tx) relieve sore throat, the howling monkey had to be mentioned.

738931—19 39
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There is also a charm to disarm an enemy by making him laugh ; this

one alludes to armadillos because, as a Taulipdng myth explains, light-

nines were once about to kill the armadillos when the animals made

them laugh, so that instead of destroying them, lightnings gave them

worms.

Sometimes the pronouncement of a charm gives an object magic

virtue. The Aparai recited a charm on water given as a remedy to a

sick person in order to force helpful spirits into the liquid (Speiser,

1926, pp. 187-188).

The Shipaya believed that a charm could assume a human form to

accomplish the wish that had caused its expression. A wiru charm,

for instance, went in the guise of a man to an enemy village and killed

everyone he met (Nimuendajii, 1919-20, p. 1007)

.

Dances.—Feasts and ceremonies are almost always occasions for

dancing. Dances may be of a profane character and may be performed

only for amusement, but, like chants, they very frequently have a

magico-religious efficacy and are executed to influence supernatural

beings or to coerce nature.

When danger threatened the Apapocuva-Guarani community, even

if it was only the phantasy of a shaman, a dance often was organized

to combat it. A common worry, an epidemic, some unreasoned fear, a

collective enterprise in the making, or sometimes the mere pleasure of

an event could be the occasion for the celebration of a ritual dance.

The Kamarokoto Indians organized the Great Serpent dance to cure

snake bites and ulcers. Certain dances of the Aparai had an immediate

effect on game animals and fish. The Cdgdba explained the magic

virtue of the dances they performed by saying that they had been

revealed by the very spirits who caused illness and other troubles but

that these were forced to abandon their evil intentions when the dances

were executed. Many Chaco dances had a definite ceremonial value.

(See Handbook, vol. 1, pp. 353-354.)

Dances were organized in connection with most of the important

occasions of a person's life and of the yearly round of a tribe. These

are best described, however, in connection with the events themselves.

The mystical value of dancing is illustrated by the almost morbid

importance it assumed in South American Indian revivalistic move-

ments. In the 16th century, as well as in very recent years, the Guarani

resorted to frenetic dancing in order to reach the Land-Without-Evil.

So great was the power they attributed to dancing that they were

convinced that if only they could keep going long enough both they

and their ceremonial house would fly to the sky. They often attributed

their failure to achieve their aim to the weakness of their bodies.

Divination.—In South America the most common form of divina-

tion was consultation of the spirits or gods through the mediation of
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shamans or priests. Stupefaction by same narcotic was the means

of contact with the supernatural taken by the shamans in most primi-

tive tribes and by certain categories of priests in Peru and Colombia.

The Inca had other forms of divination which they used on solemn

occasions. Expert diviners summoned spirits to braziers which threw

flames in confirmation of the spirit statements. On other occasions,

diviners examined the markings on the entrails of sacrificed animals.

In Peru prognostications about the future were made by observing

the movements of animals or insects, especially spiders, or the posi-

tions of coca leaves, by counting pebbles, and by examining saliva

which had been mixed with coca juice and spat on the hand.

GMbcha wizards watched the twitching of fingers and the move-

ments of joints.

The Araucanians divined with chicha and with water dropped on a

stone ax. The Caingang attached oracular significance to the belches

of a person who had drunk mate.

However, dreams were the most important as they were the most

universally accepted source of omens. Shamans often were asked to

interpret them, and the portents of the dream of a single man could

determine the course of an undertaking involving the whole group.

The Indians also regarded as an infallible sign of impending fate a

considerable number of small occurrences like the cries of birds, the

cracking of trees, the appearance of meteors, and other natural phe-

nomena. Omens exercised such an influence on most Indians that they

never hesitated to interrupt an enterprise as soon as an omen fore-

boded a bad outcome.

Modern Aymara have specialists who practice divination by read-

ing coca leaves, observing the flight of birds, the direction of smoke, the

movement of flame, the position of the stars, the viscera of animals, the

interpretation of dreams, and the movement of objects floating in

water (Tschopik, Handbook, vol. 2, p. 563).

Defenses against evil :
^

Defense against evil spirits.—The forest Indians devised many means

to keep at bay or escape from threatening spirits. Garib Indians

dropped string puzzles designed to catch the attention of the bush spir-

its, who became so engrossed in solving the problem that they forgot to

pursue their victims. The Pomeroon Carib planted a certain species

of caladium near their huts to warn them when a spirit was in the

vicinity. Another method of chasing a spirit was to shout, "Show who
you are or else bring something to eat!" Playing flutes and dancing

also dispersed evil spirits.

All Indians avoided walking in the bush at night; when they had

to expose themselves to this danger, they generally carried a firebrand.

= See also Sorcerers under Shamanism.
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They avoided going alone through regions haunted by spirits, for spir-

its never attacked groups of people, but only solitary wanderers.

The expulsion of disease.—When the Pampas Indians and the Te-

huelche were beset by ailments and misfortunes, they organized a cere-

mony that was actually a mock battle against the walichu, or personi-

fied calamities. In modem times in similar magic rites performed in

the Chaco for the same reasons, men and women wearing sacred para-

phernalia and brandishing calabashes threatened their invisible ene-

mies.

During the situa feast of the Inca^ a general expulsion of disasters,

misfortunes, and illnesses was effected by means of armed force. Sol-

diers massed on the Cuzo plaza charged toward each of the four points

of the horizon shouting, "Go forth all evils, go forth all evils !" Their

clamor was echoed by the crowds.

PRIESTHOOD

East of the Andes, where the cult of the gods and spirits still was
somewhat amorphous, the shaman acted as the principal intermediary

between the human and the supernatural world. The shaman's func-

tions, which were essentially prophylactic or remedial and were per-

formed primarily in behalf of the individual, seldom were those

customarily associated with the concept of priesthood. Nevertheless,

no clear cut distinction can be made between the two kinds of agents

of the supernatural, for in many cases the shaman, like the priest,

acted in behalf of the community, organized and led group ceremonies,

and made sacrifices to the gods, spirits, or demons.

In two regions of tropical South America, the shaman seemed to

be developing into a priest in the strict sense of the word. The Taino

piai, like his colleagues on the mainland, healed the sick, but he also

officiated at the Zemi ceremonies for the whole community.

There was a similar situation among the Arawdlcan Mojo and their

Chiguitoan neighbors, the Manasi. Our early sources draw a distinc-

tion between the priests and the medicine men, but the difference seems

to have been based on the specialized activities of certain shamans
rather than on their functions. Priests and shamans underwent the

same training and observed the same taboos. In the case of the

Manasi, it is even specifically stated that priests attended the sick.

Moreover, the Manasi priest's approach to the gods still followed the

shamanistic pattern ; the god descended into the tabernacle in the same
way that the spirit entered the shaman's hut. Indeed, the rite was
essentially a direct and personal interview between the mapono and
the gods rather than prayer and sacrifice to an unseen deity. The
final ascent of the priest also was an old shamanistic trick.

A real priesthood characterized the religions of the Inoa and Chib-
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chan peoples. In ancient Peru priests tended the shrines, made sacri-

fices, and prayed to the gods in behalf of the faithful. In addition

they were diviners, interpreters of oracles, and confessors. The clergy

was organized into a hierarchy at the head of which was the huillac

umac. Priests were appointed by the Emperor or inherited their

profession; traditionally, the high priest was a close relative of the

Emperor or, according to Cobo (1890-93) , a member of the Tarpuntay

ayllu. The Sun priests in the provinces belonged to ruling families.

A large number of priests who performed specialized functions were

attached to the most famous sanctuaries such as the Coricancha;

smaller shrines had only one priest or were attended by an old man
without specific priestly training.

The gods also were attended by the mamacona, Chosen Women, who
were lodged in conventual buildings. They wove the textiles used in

the cults and prepared chicha for festivals. Those who were not

selected as wives or concubines by the Inca Emperor and nobles pre-

served their virginity.

Among the Ghibcha^ priests enjoyed a very high prestige and author-

ity. They seem to have been recruited among the nobility and in-

herited their office from their maternal uncles. Neophytes trained for

12 years under the direction of experienced priests. During this

period, they lived in special buildings, observed a permanent fast

—

their food consisting mainly of maize mush and only now and then

some meat—and were obliged to remain perfectly chaste. Their

inauguration was celebrated with great feasts. At this time their ears

and nose were pierced and the chief gave them a calabash of coca,

symbolic of their office.

Priests lived in sanctuaries surrounded by many taboos. They ate

parsimoniously, fasted at set periods, talked little, and often scarified

their body. They slept little and spent part of the night chewing coca.

They performed the ceremonies for the community and, in addition,

frequently were consulted by people who sought divine advice or who
wanted to be cured of disease, for they were also medicine men. They
received the offerings which were buried or thrown in the lakes. The
priests were maintained by the community, which saw to the cultivation

of their fields and provided them with clothes. Although there was no

hierarchy, the priest of Iraca enjoyed special prestige and authority

;

unlike his colleagues, he could marry.

The strict rules governing the training of priests among the ancient

Chibeha survived among the lea and Gagaba. lea novices lived in

isolation, were forbidden to speak to women, and, during their initia-

tion, abstained from eating a great number of foods. Everything they

ate had to be cooked in a pot made by a priest. Infractions of the

taboos were atoned for by periods of complete fasting, confessions, and
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conjurations. Novices could marry but had to refrain even from
touching their wives during the first year of marriage. The consider-

able influence of the priests extended to all the activities and phases of

life. They ensured the fertility of the fields, consecrated houses and

fields, and played a part in all the ceremonies celebrated at birth, first

menstruation, marriage, and death. They led the dances and presided

at all religious ceremonies. They also heard confessions and were

consulted by individuals about future events.

In other areas of South America, the concept of priesthood was lack-

ing, for the priestly function was assumed whenever necessary and to

the extent required by the ritual by the less specialized shamans, whose

principal functions were quite different.

SHAMANISM

Outside the Andean area the religious life of the Indians centered on

the shaman, for he was the intermediary between both the individual

and the community and the supernatural world and led most of the

ceremonies by which help and guidance were obtained from the spirits.

Yet the shaman was not primarily a religious leader; his efficacy

derived rather from his magic powers, which gave him control over

spirits. By these means the shaman could cause and cure the ills and

accidents to which all people were subject. His ability to learn about

events taking place in distant places and to forecast the future often

gave him an important voice in community plans ; his command over

spirits sometimes gave him a significant economic role. Because of

his specialized knowledge, he often played a conspicuous part in life

crisis ceremonies, and he could be in effect the keeper of tribal tradi-

tions and the upholder of the group's moral code.

Throughout South America, with the outstanding exception of the

Araucanians, shamanism was a man's profession, though women were

by no means entirely debarred. Nevertheless, their functions were

rarely so inclusive as those of their male colleagues for in most cases

women were restricted to curing. In a few tropical tribes {Goajiro^

Mojo^ Itonama^ Guurani), the number of female shamans seems to

have been as large as that of men. Among the Apapocwva-Guarani^

women who had been blessed with chants not only healed but also

danced and prophesied, but they never were credited with sufficient

mastery of their art to rank with the great shamans who conducted

the harvest festival and were the heads of their tribe. Some Ona
female shamans acquired fame for their cures, but very few emulated

the exploits of men.

The few scattered references to the character of shamans describe

them as particularly gifted, intelligent men; there are hardly any

allusions that could lead one to consider them neurotic personalities.
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But here again Araucanian shamans are exceptional, for during the

I7th and 18th centuries they generally were recruited among berdaches

and persons afflicted with mental or nervous disorders. Any boy who
seemed delicate or effeminate was dressed as a girl, and from an early

age prepared for his future profession. It is not unlikely that Spanish

influence contributed to the change that took place in the 19th century

from transvestites to women shamans.

Vocation.—Our information about the circumstances that prompted

a young man to begin shamanistic training is not so complete as one

might wish. The profession was frequently hereditary owing to the

natural desire of a man to transmit to his son or another close relative

a profession that was both remunerative and esteemed. Among the

Indians of the Putumayo area the shaman gave preference to the most

hairy of his children. Hairiness seems to have been an important at-

tribute of shamans who, unlike most Indians, never depilated them-

selves. (It also should be recalled in this connection that spirits often

were pictured as hairy men.) In some tribes the shaman himself

selected among the children of the village the one whom he wished to

be his successor; among the Apinaye, he had first to obtain the per-

mission of the parents. However, the inheritance of the office was a

tendency rather than an absolute rule, for nothing prevented a young
man who had a vocation or who had the means to pay for his training

from becoming a shaman. Indeed, inheritance could not be an in-

dispensable prerequisite in societies that attached such importance to

mystic revelation and to calls from the supernaturals, which could

come to anyone at any time.

In a great many tribes from the Guianas to Tierra del Fuego, the

young man made his decision after being called by some supernatural

being, spirit, or ghost. The elected one suddenly had a vision during

which he saw mysterious things, generally animals, and finally a spirit.

At that moment he fell prey to strange sensations and usually began
to chant a song revealed to him by the spirit. The notion of a divine

call was particularly strong among the Tierra del Fuego Indians and
the Araiu)anians. Among the latter, female shamans even disclaimed

any desire to enter the profession and considered that they had been

forced to practice their art by a spirit or the Supreme Being. The
shaman often reminded her familiar spirit or God that he had to assist

her because he was responsible for her calling. In the Chaco the

belief also prevailed that all shamans were chosen by a spirit who
appeared to them suddenly. The supernatural call manifested itself

in unusual agitation, trembling, and peculiar behavior.

Among the A'pafoauwa-Guarani shamanistic power was bestowed

by the dead, who taught chants to relatives whom they favored. The
tribe was divided into four groups with different degrees of magic
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power: those who had no magic chants; those who had a chant for

their own exclusive use; those who had enough chants to practice

medicine and to lead religious dances ; and, finally, at the summit of

the hierarchy, those who excelled in their art.

Sherente shamans were recruited among those who had had a vision

of the anthropomorphized planet Mars. Bororo shamans were di-

vided into two categories according to the nature of the spirits by
whom they had been called.

In the rest of tropical South America details about supernatural

calls are rare. The preliminary steps toward entering the profession

seem to have been taken by the young man himself, who subjected

himself to various mortifications to provoke the initial vision which

put him in touch with the supernatural world. This second type of

initiation into the shamanistic career differs from the first principally

in the mechanisms that were set to work to create contact with the

supernatural.

Initiation.—In addition, a distinction must be made between the

techniques used to obtain visions and the initiation into the art, though

these two aspects of the shaman's formation generally were simul-

taneous. In the shamans' schools in the Guianas, all kinds of devises

were used to provoke a state of hallucination in the novices. They
fasted, danced, and drank tobacco juice until at last they saw spirits

who taught them the magic chants by which the spirits could be freely

summoned. On the upper Amazon, where shamans took ayahuasca,

a strong narcotic, to be transported to the land of the spirits, tobacco

juice was poured into the candidate's eyes during the initiation to

make them clear-sighted. As a final ordeal, a frame holding ants or

wasps was applied to the initiates' body or limbs to give them strength

and skill.

One of the main purposes of the initiation was to provide the candi-

date with the weapons of his art. Invisible darts, stones, or mysterious

substances were injected into the body of the initiate by his instructor;

these he later used to cause illness and to kill his enemies. Toba nov-

ices stood in a line and were hit by the shaman with a stick which

penetrated and remained in the body. The Guiana shaman placed

a spirit stone in the mouth of his disciple and then drew it through

his shoulders and arms "in order to make the tube in the arm through

which the shooting is done" (Gillin, 1936, p. 173)

.

Training.—The confusion between the initiation rites and the period

of actual training has resulted in many discrepancies in our sources in

the estimate of the time needed by a novice to become a full-fledged

shaman. In many Guiana tribes {Arecuna^ Taulipdng, etc.) the ap-

prenticeship is said to have lasted from 10 to 20 years; but among
the Karima Carib, the Suisi, and Ipwrina, a novice could acquire his
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title within a few months. Among the Karima Garib, the candidate

absorbed the essential knowledge within 3 months. When the training

period extended over many years, it must be assumed that the future

shaman assisted his teacher from childhood.

Even when the call came unexpectedly, the elected one could not

immediately begin to practice his art. He had to learn how to summon
his familiar spirit and had to establish a permanent bond with it. More-

over, the techniques which he employed conformed to traditional pat-

terns and could be mastered only after training in their use. Shamans
who claimed that their knowledge derived solely from their relation-

ship with spirits, probably glossed over the arduous months or years of

apprenticeship in order to stress the mystical aspects of their career.

Very often, as among the Ona, the very spirit who selected the man
was said also to be his teacher. Gampa apprentice shamans also dis-

claimed receiving their training directly from a human teacher, and

feigned to learn their art from the soul of a dead shaman. As they

put it, the shaman's soul appeared to the novice in his sleep and per-

suaded him to practice shamanism; if the man consented, the soul

repeated its visits every night to instruct him in all the necessary

skills.

The OJeaina and Muenane also were said to have no living teachers.

A man became a shaman from the moment he received a soul in his

body. Ghebero medicine men were trained in their art by an owl.^

In other cases the candidates were trained by experienced shamans.

In addition to learning their art by assisting and observing their

teacher, the apprentice shamans frequently had to undergo various

ordeals that placed them in the group of those who could deal with the

supernatural world.

A young Oalihi who wished to dedicate himself to being a piaye, placed himself

under the rule of an old piaye to whom he was completely devoted and who
trained him for a laborious and austere existence. [Barrere, 1743, p. 217.]

Tahgan novices, after their supernatural call, were trained by older

shamans and also went to an assembly of shamans which was held for

several months. During their attendance at the school, the candidates

lived in seclusion and were required to fast, sing, and maintain a

certain posture ; at the same time, they were taught medicine and the

techniques of their office.

The ancient Araucanian shamans also were secluded for a long time

in caves or secret places, and were consecrated in a solemn feast. In
modern times the machi learned chants, drumming, and the rituals of

various ceremonies before they were received as full-fledged shamans
in a very solemn ceremony. The rites performed on this occasion had

• These instances of miraculous trainine without a human Instructor are cited by Tessman
who, unfortunately, is not always a reliable authority.
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as their purpose the establishment of a symbiosis between the novice

and sacred trees ; they also symbolized the transmission of magic power

from the teacher to the pupil. Moreover, the candidate went through

the exact medical treatment that she later performed on her patients.

Wliile serving his master as an assistant, the novice learned to

recognize the herbs and magic substances utilized in curing. He pro-

gressively familiarized himself with the ritual gestures and learned

the technical aspects of his profession, such as the imitation of bird

and animal calls and, if he had the necessary gift, ventriloquism. To
this knowledge he added the memorization of chants, magic formulae,

and sometimes the traditional lore of the community. Astronomy

could also be part of his curriculum. Shamans emerged from their

training period equipped not only with the magic techniques that per-

mitted them to get in touch with the supernatural at will, cure their

patients and destroy their adversaries and the enemies of their clients,

but also with a fund of practical knowledge. They became acquainted

with curative herbs and drugs and were able to perform simple surgery.

Their knowledge of natural phenomena helped them to make predic-

tions based on actual observations.

The power of the shaman.—The shaman's power rested on his

ability to summon a spirit that could perform tasks beyond the capacity

of ordinary people. The spirit called by the shaman sometimes was

his own soul, which he could detach from his body ; for instance, sha-

mans sent their souls to investigate events taking place in far away
places or to consult with the dead or other spirits or gods. Mataxio

shamans sent their souls to the Sun in the guise of birds. There was

a widespread belief that a shaman's soul could enter the body of a

jaguar or could actually turn into a jaguar in order to make itself

frightful.

In other cases shamans were assisted in their endeavors by spirits

that were ghosts, sometimes the souls of dead shaman, animal spirits,

or spirits that took animal forms. TavZipdng shamans were helped

not only by the ghosts of dead shamans but also by the spirits of

various plants and animals. One shaman could have several familiars

at his disposal.

The shaman's power often was identified with his breath or with to-

bacco smoke, which materialized his breath and added to it the efficacy

of tobacco. The purifying and strengthening power of breath and

tobacco smoke played an important part in magic treatments and other

magic rites.

The shaman's power also has been described by some authorities

as a mysterious substance which the magician carried in his body. The
gestures of shamans during their magic operations suggested that they

were handling some invisible stuff which they removed from the
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patient's body or transmitted to persons or even things to enhance their

excellence. The Apapocv/va-Guarani shamans, for instance, were

given a substance by the spirits which, in turn, they could communi-

cate to other people to increase their vitality. Nimuendaju, who
watched a shaman passing his magic strength on to a new-born child,

tells us that the shaman removed it from his body as if it were a gar-

ment. Similarly, the Shipaya shaman gave his "sleep" to his dis-

ciple—that is to say, his power to get in touch with spirits—^by pre-

tending to break an invisible belt which he then tied around the waist

of the novice.

There is no basic difference between the magic substance—an invisi-

ble but tangible stuff—and the arrows, crystals, and thorns that some-

times lodge in the shaman's body. These objects really are materiali-

zations of the shaman's power that is sometimes conceived of in the

more abstract and vague form of "magic substance." The guardian

spirit or familiar of the shaman likewise is a personification of the

same power rather than a different entity coexisting with the notion

of invisible substance. Magic substance, pathogenic objects, and

guardian spirits are three different aspects of the same fundamental

but vaguely conceived notion of magic power.

Some concrete examples may illustrate the point. Among several

tribes of the upper Amazon the magic substance is closely connected

with invisible thorns and darts which are soaked in it.

There is also association between crystals and magic force among
the Cvheo^ where the shaman put into the head of the novice small

pieces of crystal that ate up his brains and eyes, replacing these organs

and becoming his "power."

The rock crystals also are spirits. According to the Barama Garib^

each category of spirits was represented by a different kind of stone,

the possession of which ensured to the shaman power over the class of

spirits identified with the stones. Toward the end of the initiation,

stones were passed from the novice's mouth through his arms to open a

passage for a magic missile. The crystals and spirits are identical.

The magic weapons are endowed with life, for after performing the

task assigned to them, they return to the shaman's body.

When a Yagud shaman died, the darts in his body went into the per-

son of a disciple. If a shaman had no heir, the darts flew in the air

until they found a shaman into whose body they could enter.

Techniques used by shamans to send their souls away or to con-
jure up spirits.—Most South American shamans put themselves into

a state of trance in order to enter into contact with the supernatural
world. In the Guianas, trance was provoked by drinking a decoction
of tobacco juice ; on the upper Amazon, ayahuasca served the same end.

Tupinamba shamans smoked until they swooned; Mataco and Vilela
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shamans took snuff made of sebil seeds {Piptadenia sp.). The soul

of a TauUpdnff shaman remained in the land of the spirits until the

tobacco juice in his body dried.

Conjurations of spirits usually took place at night in a hut vacated

by its inhabitants or in special huts built for the purpose. Tupinamba

shamans, for instance, retired to small cabins where they were visited

by the spirits; the people stood outside asking questions which the

spirits answered in a "whistling voice."

Shamans' accessories.—The shaman's accessories were few and

simple. In most South American tribes from the Guianas to Chile, the

rattle was the symbol of the office. The grains inside not only were

sacred but actually were materializations of the spirits and the sound of

the instrument was their voice. The rattle was a source of power and

sanctified the smoke blown through it.

The bench used by Guiana shamans was second in importance to

the rattle ; it was often carved in an animal shape suggesting the type

of spirit consulted by the practitioner. A bundle of leaves was some-

times used by shamans (Guianas, Tereno, Mhayd) when they sum-

moned spirits; the audience interpreted the rustling noise as a sign

of the spirits' presence. Shamans also used feather bundles to sweep

off evil spirits during their cures {Mhayd^ Tereno)

.

Among the Araucanians, the shaman's most important accessory was

the flat drum, which she beat to put herself into a state of trance. In

appearance the instrument is very like the North American and

Siberian shaman's drum, and its use was almost identical. In ancient

times, the bouncing of the drum was a characteristic shamanistic trick.

The use of the flat drum was restricted to the southern part of Chile.

It is one of several traits linking the Araucanians to North America,

which seem to have followed the Pacific Coast long before the devel-

opment of the high cultures of Peru.

The shaman as a healer.—The idea that diseases are due to natural

causes usually is said to have been foreign to South American Indians.

Instead, they are thought to have believed that all ills, even accidents

caused by clumsiness, had a magic origin. But light and common
ailments and the sicknesses introduced by the Wliites often were re-

garded as natural and were treated with drugs rather than by sham-

anistic means. Nevertheless, most diseases and serious illnesses were

attributed to one of two causes : either the patient had been struck by

an invisible missile shot by a sorcerer or spirit, or his soul had been

kidnapped or had fled.

The technique of shooting a victim varied somewhat in different

regions. In some cases the shaman sent his soul to hurl the invisible

dart; in others his soul or familiar spirit assumed an animal guise

to carry out the misdeed. Sometimes spirits or demons acting of their
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own accord attacked a person and caused him to fall ill; plant and

animal spirits were especially prone to take revenge in this manner.

A person also could fall ill because his soul had been kidnapped by a

sorcerer or spirit or because it had fled the body as a result of a sudden

fright. The theory of soul loss was very common in the Chaco, where

it co-existed with the concept of intrusion by a pathogenic agent. It

was formerly held that the belief in soul loss was foreign to the forest

tribes, but evidence of its occurrence continues to turn up as the peoples

of the area are better studied {Gaingang, Apinaye^ Omagua^ Itonama^

Cocama, Tucuna, TauUpdng, Witoto, Botocudo).

Whatever the shaman's diagnosis, the treatment of the sick was

practically identical from the West Indies to Tierra del Fuego. The

cure consisted essentially in massaging, blowing, and sucking the

patient. Very often the shaman rubbed him with saliva and blew

tobacco smoke on him. After some time he removed that cause of

the evil : sticks, thorns, or insects. If the agent was a magic substance,

he made gestures as though he were removing some sticky but in-

visible mass. In cases of soul loss, the shaman sent his own soul after

it ; if it succeeded in recapturing the victim's soul, the shaman placed

it back in its bodily envelope.

North of the Amazon the treatment was accompanied by spirit

consultations. Plunged in a trance, the shaman went to the land

of the spirits to consult them or to challenge the soul of the sorcerer

who had caused the trouble.

After the treatment the shaman prescribed a diet and drugs that

often were taken not only by the patient but also by his close relatives.

The treatment of diseases among the ancient and modern Araucan-

ians was extremely complex and included rites unknown elsewhere

in South America. For example, the shaman, during a trance induced

by dancing and beating her magic drum, "extracted" the patient's

viscera. In modern times, female shamans recited long prayers and

magic formulae and, after climbing to the top of a ladderlike post,

fell into a swoon.

When diseases and other misfortunes beset the whole village, mani-

festing the uncanny presence of spirits, it was the duty of shamans

to drive the evil out. During an annual feast, Witoto shamans ex-

pelled the souls that carried ailments.

Other shamanistic functions.—Although the practice of medicine

was the shamans' main function, it seldom constituted their only activ-

ity. In particular, it was the duty of shamans to watch over the wel-

fare of the group and to ward off attacks of evil spirits. Since the

wrath of the spirits often was provoked by violations of taboos, sha-

mans had to prevent such transgressions, and so were in effect the

guardians of the religious and moral traditions of the group. They
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were also the organizers of magico-religious feasts and were dance

leaders.

The shaman often played a considerable part in the economic life

of the community. Sometimes he went into a trance to discover the

whereabouts of game animals or shoals of fish ; with his magic power
he could drive animals within the range of hunters' arrows. He also

performed fertility rites on behalf of the community and summoned
the spirits presiding over the growth of plants. When offerings or

sacrifices were made to the spirits, it usually was the shaman who called

them and presented the community's request.

The shaman played a decisive role before a war expedition. On
such occasions he fasted and went into a trance to consult the spirits

in order to learn from them the military dispositions of the enemy.

His magic performances were believed to be powerful instruments

of victory. Wlien the Chebero went to war, their shamans lived in

seclusion and fasted for several months. Military disasters were

blamed on their negligence.

Shamans sometimes claimed to control weather and other natural

phenomena. They could cause rain to fall or, on the contrary, could

dissipate storms
(
Tapirape^ Carajd) . They often were asked to inter-

vene when the Indians felt threatened by some natural event like an

eclipse {Ona, Tupinainba, My/ndurucu) , or the fall of meteors {Bo-

roro). Ona shamans protected children from being devoured by the

moon.

Shamans also had a hand in the administration of justice, for when-
ever misfortunes or deaths were attributed to witchcraft, the shaman
was called upon to unmask the sorcerer, who was generally savagely

killed.

Many private rites intended to ensure the well-being of the individ-

ual were performed by shamans. They pronounced charms at criti-

cal stages in the individual's life, i. e., at birth or puberty, at death

or funerals. By their art they ensured the fecundity of women
{Tapirape, Shipaya)^ identified the souls reincarnated in the newborn
{Apapoouva-Giiarani) ^ or chose auspicious names {Arawah). The
shaman was almost always a trusted adviser.

Payment of shamans.—Only among the Fuegian tribes did the

shamans receive no material recompense for their services. In most

tribes in which division of labor hardly existed, the shaman was the

only specialist and the only person who could acquire wealth by his

activities, for as a rule he was paid for his services. The compensa-

tion usually consisted of things like knives, combs, urucu, a hammock,
bows, and arrows. The Chebero gave their shamans part of the war
booty and some of the captives. Fees often were demanded in ad-

vance of treatment, which might be refused if the patient's family
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was too poor to pay. They were payable even when the patient died.

Toba shamans rationalized their insistence on the ground that the

spirits would punish both the practitioner and his patient for a lack

of generosity. Araucanian women shamans received rich fees ; some-

times they claimed that the amount demanded had been supernatu-

rally revealed. Abipon shamans were the wealthiest members of their

tribe.

Shamans often were paid by their disciples too. If to these revenues

one adds the presents given them by people who feared them and the

services rendered by their many wives, one may get an idea of the

prosperous circumstances of some shamans. When a Tapirape

shaman grew too wealthy, he was forced by public opinion and under

threat of losing some of his prestige to distribute part of his property.

Authority and prestige of shamans.—The supernatural power of

the shaman and the importance of his functions gave him consider-

able authority and prestige. Most shamans were respected and

feared. Veneration reached a peak among the Tupinamba and Gua-

rani^ who received famous shamans into their villages with extraor-

dinary manifestations of respect and gratitude. Sometimes they

even went to the extreme of cleaning the paths such a shaman was

to follow. The ancient Guarard worshiped the bones of famous

shamans, which were kept in huts in luxurious hammocks covered

with feather capes. People came to make offerings and to consult

them as oracles.

The reputation of clever shamans in tropical South America went

far beyond the limits of their own community. Legends crystallized

around the personality of a shaman who impressed his people with

his ability, and countless miracles were attributed to him. Some

shamanistic accomplishments were based on tricks and sleight-of-

hand performances. The Bororo claimed that some of their bari

could chew up tapir bones and drink boiling water. Apapocu/va

shamans took honey out of closed sections of bamboo. Guajajara

shamans, possessed by the frog spirit, swallowed embers. Tereno

piai extracted feathers from their skin, swallowed arrows, and even

"removed" limbs. Fire walking was a common performance by

shamans in the Chaco and Tierra del Fuego.

Despite their considerable influence, the functions of shamans were,

as a rule, independent of those of chiefs. However, there are many
instances of chiefs who were at the same time powerful shamans.

Their authority was especially conspicuous among the Guarani, who

often were ruled by shaman-chiefs. Among the Taulipdng and Carib

tribes, shamans often had more power than the chiefs.

Shamans as sorcerers.—Since shamans were by definition "car-

riers of invisible arrows or magic substances" they were provided with
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powerful weapons that could be used as well for good and evil. With-

out his negative power, the shaman could not be a doctor. A shaman

who used his weapons only to attack enemies outside the community

would have a good reputation and would be regarded as the best servant

of the group. It was only when he turned against members of his

own group that he provoked hatred, distrust, and, in the end, some-

times revenge.

The magic substance which was the shaman's strength and which

he used to heal and strengthen his clients, became a mortal weapon
when it was turned against an enemy. "The power of the shaman

is identical with the poison" that kills. The Guarani shaman struck

at his foes by casting into them the magic substance recovered from

the body of his patients. The Chiguito shaman carried in his stomach

a blackish substance which was fatal to those in whom it was injected

with criminal intent.

Shamans also practiced rites of imitative and contagious magic on

the exuviae of their victims. Moreover, shamans could change them-

selves into dangerous animals, especially jaguars. The belief in were-

wolves was very strong in most South American tribes.

In the Guianas, criminal acts classified as kanaima cover practically

all kinds of black magic, though certain authors have reserved the use

of this term for a mysterious fraternity of avengers and criminals.

The concept of kanaima is, however, very much more inclusive. When
epidemics swept through the land, when several sudden deaths caused

terror, or when a person died of a slow wasting disease, the Indians

spoke of kanaima. Kanaima may be many things. It may be a person,

an avenger who follows his victim for many years, or a murderer who
performs his misdeeds at night. It may be a real or an imaginary

tribe, or, in fact, any secret enemy, any ghost against whom there is

no defense. Kanaima is also every disgrace and misfortune and, in

addition, the desire for revenge that overtakes a victim and forces him
to do something dreadful (Koch-Griinberg, 1923 a, 3:216-217).

The punishment which the Indians meted out to witches was pro-

portionate to the fear with which they regarded them. The most cruel

acts committed by Indians were always those against shamans who had
forfeited their trust. The Campa not only slaughtered the guilty

shaman, but also his family, and destroyed his goods.

Shamans as priests.—In the strict sense of the word, a man was a

shaman only insofar as his relationship with the spirits was of a per-

sonal nature, and his actions were determined by immediate circum-

stances rather than by formalized religious tradition. The shaman
served his community because of his supernatural power, not because

he was a man invested with functions specified by a traditional cult.

Nevertheless, because of his magic powers, it was the shaman who
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could best act as intermediary between the community and the super-

natural world, and so he sometimes functioned as a religious leader

for the group.

Where Andean influences were felt, the function of the shaman was
developing toward that of the priest. The best examples of this sort

of shift in emphasis and role are found among the Mojo and the

Manasi of eastern Bolivia (Metraux, 1943 a). A similar change

seemed to be taking place among the Taino of the West Indies.

Mo]o shamans presented offerings to the gods and prayed and
fasted for the community, but they also were possessed by spirits and

cured patients just as shamans did in the rest of tropical South
America.

Taino shamans were simultaneously priests and medicine men.

They presided over the cult of the zemi and organized religious cere-

monies ; they distributed the cassava offerings, which the people kept

as talismans. In addition, they treated people by sucking, blowing,

and the other methods common to their Guiana colleagues.

Among the Araucanians^ the machi, or female shamans, played an

important part in the ceremonies (ngillatuns) celebrated to ask favors

of the supematurals.
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